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Recognizing the habit ways to get this book widdershins whyborne griffin book 1 is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to
begin getting this info. get the widdershins whyborne griffin book 1 join that we meet the expense of here and check out the link.
You could buy guide widdershins whyborne griffin book 1 or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could speedily download this widdershins
whyborne griffin book 1 after getting deal. So, with you require the ebook swiftly, you can straight acquire it. It's thus completely easy and
correspondingly fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this expose
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Widdershins is the first book in Jordan L. Hawk’s Whyborne & Griffin series. I’d heard quite a bit of buzz about this series in one of my
reading groups. I took the plunge, and I have absolutely no regrets about this decision.
Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Book 1) - Kindle edition ...
Widdershins is the first book in Jordan L. Hawk’s Whyborne & Griffin series. I’d heard quite a bit of buzz about this series in one of my
reading groups. I took the plunge, and I have absolutely no regrets about this decision.
Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin) (Volume 1): Hawk, Jordan ...
Widdershins is an excellent paranormal historical romance. Whybourne and Griffin are fantastic characters: intelligent, brave, and loyal. The
fact that homosexuality was illegal in 19th century New England adds that extra level of drama and angst to their slowly developing
relationship. Plus, Christine is awesome.
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Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Series #1) by Jordan L ...
Widdershins is the first book in Jordan L. Hawk’s Whyborne & Griffin series. I’d heard quite a bit of buzz about this series in one of my
reading groups. I took the plunge, and I have absolutely no regrets about this decision.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Widdershins (Whyborne ...
Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Book 1) by Jordan L. Hawk (1) Chapter 1 I was late for my appointment with a dead man. Unfortunately,
even though the man in question had died in Egypt some four-thousand years ago, he had living representatives.
Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Book 1) by Jordan L. Hawk ...
Widdershins: Whyborne & Griffin, Book 1 (Unabridged) - Widdershins: Whyborne & Griffin, Book 1 (Unabridged) audiobook, by Jordan L.
Hawk... Some things should stay buried. Repressed scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne has two skills: reading dead languages and hiding in
his office at the Ladysmith Museum. After the tragic death of the friend he secretly loved, he's ruthlessly suppressed any ...
Widdershins: Whyborne & Griffin, Book 1 - Audiobook ...
When handsome ex-Pinkerton Griffin Flaherty approaches Dr. Percival Endicott Whyborne to translate a mysterious book, Whyborne wants
to finish the job and get rid of Griffin as quickly as possible. Instead, he’s drawn into the hunt for a merciless cult bent on resurrecting an evil
necromancer from the dead...and finds himself falling in love with the impertinent detective.
Whyborne and Griffin, Books 1-3: Widdershins, Threshold ...
Books 1-3 in the Best-Selling Whyborne & Griffin Series, now in one convenient download. Save over 40% off the cover price of buying
separately! ** Over 2,500 combined 5-star reviews on Goodreads! ** Includes: Widdershins, Threshold, and Stormhaven. Widdershins: A
reclusive scholar. A private detective. And a book of spells that could destroy ...
Whyborne and Griffin, Books 1-3 by Jordan L. Hawk | NOOK ...
Widdershins: Whyborne & Griffin, Book 1. Jordan L. Hawk. 451. Audible Audiobook. $0.00 Free with Audible trial. Hexmaker: Hexworld, Book
2. Jordan L. Hawk. 98. ... books, in the Whyborne and Griffin series. But it is different. I've not been keen on sifting kind of books. Because it's
a Jordan L Hawk, book, just try it. Read more.
Amazon.com: Hexbreaker: Hexworld, Book 1 (Audible Audio ...
Find books like Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin, #1) from the world’s largest community of readers. Goodreads members who liked
Widdershins (Whyborne & G...
Books similar to Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin, #1)
When handsome ex-Pinkerton Griffin Flaherty approaches Dr. Percival Endicott Whyborne to translate a mysterious book, Whyborne wants
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to finish the job and get rid of Griffin as quickly as possible.
Whyborne and Griffin, Books 1-3: Widdershins, Threshold ...
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Book 1) at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our users.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Widdershins (Whyborne ...
Widdershins is the first book in Jordan L. Hawk’s Whyborne & Griffin series. I’d heard quite a bit of buzz about this series in one of my
reading groups. I took the plunge, and I have absolutely no regrets about this decision.
Amazon.com: Widdershins: Whyborne & Griffin, Book 1 ...
Whyborne and Griffin Box Sets, Books 7-9: Maelstrom, Fallow, and Draakenwood by Jordan L. Hawk 4.74 · 105 Ratings · 6 Reviews ·
published 2017 · 2 editions
Whyborne & Griffin Series by Jordan L. Hawk
Griffin left the Pinkertons following the death of his partner, hoping to start a new life. But the powerful cult that murdered Glenn has taken
root in Widdershins, and only the spells in the book can stop them. Spells the intellectual Whyborne doesn't believe are real.
Widdershins: Whyborne & Griffin, Book 1 (Audible Audio ...
Whyborne and Griffin join Christine in Egypt, where they face betrayal, murder, and a legendary sorceress risen from the dead. In the forge of
the desert heat, the trio will either face their fears and stand together—or shatter the bonds between them forever.
Whyborne & Griffin Series – Jordan L. Hawk
Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Book 1) Nov 23, 2013. by Jordan L. Hawk ( 537 ) $0.99 ** Over 1,000 5-star reviews on Goodreads! ** A
reclusive scholar. A private detective. And a book of spells that could destroy the world. Love is dangerous. Ever since the tragic death of the
friend he adored, Percival Endicott Whyborne has ruthlessly ...
Jordan L. Hawk
Widdershins is the first novel in the Whyborne & Griffin series, where magic, mystery, and m/m romance collide with Victorian era America.
Buy it today and join the adventure.
Widdershins (Whyborne & Griffin Book 1) eBook: Hawk ...
Books 1-3 in the Best-Selling Whyborne & Griffin Series, now in one convenient download. Save over 40% off the cover price of buying
separately! ** Over 2,500 combined 5-star reviews on Goodreads! ** Includes: Widdershins, Threshold, and Stormhaven Widdershins: A…
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Whyborne and Griffin, Books 1-3 on Apple Books
But when they uncover evidence of a powerful cult determined to rule the world, Whyborne must choose: to remain safely alone, or to risk
everything for the man he loves. Widdershins is the first novel in the Whyborne & Griffin series, where magic, mystery, and m/m romance
collide with Victorian era America. Buy it today and join the adventure.
Some things should stay buried. Repressed scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne has two skills: reading dead languages and hiding in his
office at the Ladysmith Museum. After the tragic death of the friend he secretly loved, he's ruthlessly suppressed any desire for another man.
So when handsome ex-Pinkerton Griffin Flaherty approaches him to translate a mysterious book, Whyborne wants to finish the job and get rid
of the detective as quickly as possible. Griffin left the Pinkertons following the death of his partner, hoping to start a new life. But the powerful
cult which murdered Glenn has taken root in Widdershins, and only the spells in the book can stop them. Spells the intellectual Whyborne
doesn't believe are real. As the investigation draws the two men closer, Griffin's rakish charm threatens to shatter Whyborne's iron control.
When the cult resurrects an evil sorcerer who commands terrifying monsters, can Whyborne overcome his fear and learn to trust? Will Griffin
let go of his past and risk falling in love? Or will Griffin's secrets cost Whyborne both his heart and his life?
Introverted scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne has spent the last few months watching his lover, Griffin Flaherty, come to terms with the
rejection of his adoptive family. So when an urgent telegram from Christine summons them to Egypt, Whyborne is reluctant to risk the fragile
peace they've established. Until, that is, a man who seems as much animal as human tries to murder Whyborne in the museum.Amidst the
ancient ruins of the pharaohs, they must join Christine and face betrayal, murder, and a legendary sorceress risen from the dead. In the forge
of the desert heat, the trio will either face their fears and stand together—or shatter the bonds between them forever.
Whyborne, Griffin, and their friends have faced down cultists, monsters, and sorcerers. But their greatest challenge is now upon them. On the
return voyage from Balefire Manor, Whyborne receives the worst news possible: Widdershins has fallen before the onslaught of the Fideles
and their servants. There's still time to stop the return of the Masters, but that window grows shorter by the hour. Together with Christine and
Iskander, Whyborne and Griffin must reach Widdershins to face the ultimate test--and decide the fate of the world, once and for all.
Book 2 in the Whyborne & Griffin series Previous book: Widdershins Introverted scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne wants nothing more than
to live quietly with his lover, ex-Pinkerton detective Griffin Flaherty. Unfortunately, Whyborne's railroad tycoon father has other ideas, namely
hiring Griffin to investigate mysterious events at a coal mine. Whyborne, Griffin, and their friend Christine travel to Threshold Mountain, a
place of dark legend even before the mine burrowed into its heart. A contingent of Pinkertons-including Griffin's ex-lover Elliot-already guard
the mine. But Griffin knows better than anyone just how unprepared the detectives are to face the otherworldly forces threatening them.
Soon, Whyborne and Griffin are on the trail of mysterious disappearances, deadly accidents, and whispered secrets. Is Elliot an ally, or does
he only want to rekindle his relationship with Griffin? And if so, how can Whyborne possibly hope to compete with the stunningly handsome
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Pinkerton-especially when Griffin is hiding secrets about his past? For in a town where friends become enemies and horror lurks behind a
human mask, Whyborne can't afford to trust anything-including his own heart. Novel: 67,669 words. The Whyborne & Griffin series:
Widdershins (Book 1) Threshold (Book 2) Other books by Jordan L. Hawk: Hainted Heart of the Dragon The SPECTR series: Hunter of
Demons (Book 1) Master of Ghouls (Book 2)
Monsters. Murder. Librarians.Librarian Sebastian Rath is the only one who believes his friend Kelly O'Neil disappeared due to foul play. But
without any clues or outside assistance, there's nothing he can do to prove it.When bookbinder Vesper Rune is hired to fill the vacancy left by
O'Neil, he receives an ominous letter warning him to leave. After he saves Sebastian from a pair of threatening men, the two decide to join
forces and get to the truth about what happened to O'Neil.But Vesper is hiding secrets of his own, ones he doesn't dare let anyone learn.
Secrets that grow ever more dangerous as his desire for Sebastian deepens.Because Kelly O'Neil was murdered. And if Sebastian and Ves
don't act quickly enough, they'll be the next to die.
Mysterious happenings are nothing new to reclusive scholar Percival Endicott Whyborne, but finding one of his colleagues screaming for help
in the street is rather unusual. Allan Tambling claims he can't remember any of the last hour--but someone murdered his uncle, and Allan is
covered in blood. Whyborne's lover, dashing ex-Pinkerton detective Griffin Flaherty, agrees to prove Allan's innocence. But when Allan is
deemed insane and locked away in the Stormhaven Lunatic Asylum, Griffin finds himself reliving the horrifying memories of his own ordeal
inside a madhouse. It will take all of Whyborne's sorcery and Griffin's derring-do to stop the murderers and save Allan. But first, they must
survive an even greater challenge: a visit from Griffin's family. Along with their friend Christine, the two men become drawn deeper and
deeper into a dark web of conspiracy, magic, and murder. Their only clue: a missing artifact depicting an unknown god. Who stole the artifact,
and why can't Allan remember what happened? And what is the truth behind the terrible experiments conducted on Stormhaven's forbidden
fourth floor?
Book 7 in the Whyborne & Griffin Series Previous book: Hoarfrost Between his father's sudden-and rather suspicious-generosity, and his own
rash promise to help Christine plan her wedding, Percival Endicott Whyborne has quite enough to worry about. But when the donation of a
mysterious codex to the Ladysmith Museum draws the attention of a murderous cult, Whyborne finds himself in a race against time to unlock
its secrets first. Griffin has a case of his own: the disappearance of an historic map, which quickly escalates to murder. Someone is sacrificing
men in dark rituals-and all the clues lead back to the museum. With their friends Christine and Iskander, Whyborne and Griffin must discover
the cult's true goal before it's too late. For dark forces are afoot at the very heart of the museum, and they want more than Whyborne's codex.
They want his life.
Someone is killing members of the old families...and the evidence points to Whyborne. Widdershins has been unusually quiet for months. But
now a mysterious creature from the Outside is on the loose, assassinating members of the town's old families by draining their blood.
Whyborne and Griffin set out to solve the mystery-but as the evidence piles up, the police begin to suspect Whyborne himself is the murderer.
Now Whyborne must both clear his name and stop the horrors the monster threatens to unleash. His only hope: an alliance with his old
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enemies the Endicotts. Because something terrible lurks in the Draakenwood, and it will stop at nothing to seize control of the maelstrom
itself. Draakenwood is the ninth book in the Whyborne & Griffin series, where magic, mystery, and m/m romance collide with Victorian era
America.
1924, Chicago. Prohibition is in full swing and gang bosses rule the city with might-and magic.When Sam Cunningham flees his small-town
life to try his luck in the big city of Chicago, he quickly finds himself in over his head in a world of gangs, glitz, and glamour. Fortunately, he
has his cousin Eldon to teach him the trade of hex-making.Everything changes the night Sam visits The Pride speakeasy and meets grumpy
cheetah-shifter Alistair Gatti. After losing his first witch to the horrors of the World War, Alistair isn't interested in any new entanglements,
romantic or magical. Especially when said entanglement comes in the form of kind, innocent Sam.When Eldon is brutally murdered, Sam
becomes drawn into the dark underworld of the Chicago gangs. Sam must find the missing hex Eldon created for one of the crime bossesbefore whoever killed Eldon comes back for him.Together, Alistair and Sam begin the search for the mysterious hex, diving deep into the
seedy side of Chicago's underworld while dodging rival gangs. And as they come to rely on one another, Alistair realizes he's falling for the
one man he can't afford to love.
Will a dark history doom their future together? New York copper Tom Halloran is a man with a past. If anyone finds out he once ran with the
notorious O'Connell tunnel gang, he'll spend the rest of his life doing hard time behind bars. But Tom's secret is threatened when a horrible
murder on his beat seems to have been caused by the same ancient magic that killed his gang. Cat shifter Cicero is determined to investigate
the disappearance of one friend and the death of another, even though no one else believes the cases are connected. When the trail of his
investigation crosses Tom's, the very bohemian Cicero instinctively recognizes the uncultured Irish patrolman as his witch. Though they're
completely unsuited to one another, Cicero has no choice but to work alongside Tom...all the while fighting against the passion growing
within. Tom knows that taking Cicero as his familiar would only lead to discovery and disaster. Yet as the heat between them builds, Tom's
need for the other man threatens to overcome every rational argument against becoming involved. But when their investigation uncovers a
conspiracy that threatens all of New York, Tom must make the hardest decision of his life: to live a lie and gain his heart's desire, or to
confess the truth and sacrifice it all.
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